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For twelve years, Mary Buffett had the privilege to gain personal and professional access from
her father-in-law, Warren Buffett. Now, she shares his investing philosophy, revealing informal
discussions she had with this private genius. Buffettology is a detailed analysis of how, Warren
Buffett commits capital to an investment only from a business perspective, the strategy that
gives him the discipline to exploit the stock market's folly, and how he selects companies that will
generate extraordinarily reliable results. It answers questions that for years seem to have eluded
professionals and Buffettologists, about how Warren Buffett turned $105,000 into $20 billion and
became the world's most famous investor.

About the AuthorSophie Egan is the director of programs and culinary nutrition for the Strategic
Initiatives Group at The Culinary Institute of America. She has been a regular contributor to the
New York Times ''Well'' section, and her work has appeared on NPR and in Sunset magazine
and Wired. A graduate of Stanford University, she earned a Master of Public Health degree
focused on health and social behavior from the University of California at Berkeley.
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Anthony keith, “Great book for the long term strategy. I have read almost every book on investing.
Including several different editions of security analysis from Graham and Dodd. Although buffet
is a blend of many successful investors his strategy is a unique one. As far as investment books
go on learning functional strategy and how to weigh a business based on its growth patterns and
initial buy in returns this book gives us little room to deny whether a business is a good one or
bad one.I particularly find the words here on commodity businesses to be profound.
Commodities can kill business perspectives if the companies aren't free to adjust prices
amongst the competition. Killing margins and profitability per share. Very very good insight.I
would recommend this book for both beginners especially but also advanced stock market
buyers simply because it can keep you grounded with principles that in the long term will win.
Evening the playing field between institutions and the common men like myself.I'll say this that a
lot of the calculator stuff here can easily be found. Such as initial price and compounding interest
calculators are widely available on the net today so it's not absolute necessity to have the
calculator. I found Google handy thereTo sum it up it was a great buy... and I bought all of her
books after reading this one because the content was absolutely superb”

Chuck McKay, “Mary Buffet Knows her Stuff and Makes it Easy to Understand. Buffettology is
well organized, logical, and simple. Mary Buffet takes sophisticated investment concepts,
breaks them down into bite-sized chunks, then makes those chunks easily digestible.Loved this
book two decades ago. Loaned it to a friend and never saw either of them again. Bought a
replacement and found it to be even better than I remembered.Want to invest in the stock
market, successfully?  Buy this book.”

John Wise, “Overall I would say this was an absolutely fantastic book. Do keep in mind one
shortcoming with .... Overall I would say this was an absolutely fantastic book. Do keep in mind
one shortcoming with regards to the 10 year projections. The author assumes that all the
retained earnings will increase the equity base on a dollar for dollar basis. However you have to
keep in mind that some of those retained earnings will go towards investing in plant, property
and equipment which merely replace old equipment with new equipment and do not increase
the equity base. This net operating income minus capital expenditures for plant, property and
equipment (found on the cash flow statement) are your owners earnings or free cash flow and, in
my opinion, are a more realistic gauge to project equity per share figures.”

Joe Trevison, “Buffettology. Who would know better the methods of a Financial Genius than an
ex daughter in Law who studied under him. You do not keep deep secrets from the family. This
book tells it all. How to find the companies and what to say and do. The math is easy even
though I took all this type of math in college she makes it easy for anyone not familar but ready to
learn what it means.I loved it so much I just ordered the New Buffettology. This is the way I have



no doubts in my mind and I am an MBA, CPA. So I think I have a little more knowlege of these
things than others. Though I am no Warrn Buffet by any means.The bottom line is this book
takes you by the hand and has you thinking like Warren Buffet. Thank you Mary Buffett for
sharing with the world.The only thing she is taking to long to put up her web pages. I cannot wait
to see what she gives us next.”

rwhite9864, “Really covered fundamentals.. Warren's ex daughter-in-law wrote it. I thought
Warren was part of it.Still a good teaching tool.”

Jason Y Kim, “I would recommend The Essays of Warren Buffet if I had to .... I would
recommend The Essays of Warren Buffet if I had to choose one. She reiterates a lot of the same
topics as the latter book I recommend.. It is an easy read, and gives you a decent incite of his
methodology of investment which not really a mystery. I don't think any book out there will tell
you the closed room secretes of investment and trading.”

Foxfire, “Buffettology for beginners - excellent. An excellent book that explains in easy
understandable language the Warren Buffett way of investing. Mary Buffett was married for over
18 years to Peter Buffett the son of Warren Buffett. Warren Buffett has shared his investmetn
strategy with all his immediate family and activly encourages them to investen the Buffett way.
She has done an excellent job in making the Buffett investment guide easy to understand and
yet interesting enough to all levels of investors.It is a book I am happy to recommend to all
those interested in investing.”

Kamaldip Kahlwan, “Five Stars. great product as described, great service, fast delivery. would
recommend highly A+++”

L Buffini Robinson, “Five Stars. brilliant”

The book by Sophie Egan has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 631 people have provided feedback.
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